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Anelle Khaidar

UNFORGETTABLE
WINE AND FOOD AT
28-50
MARYLEBONE

LONDON | 28-50 WINE WORKSHOP &
KITCHEN MARYLEBONE

This weekend I have �nally paid a visit
to 28°-50° Wine Workshop & Kitchen
which is just a couple minutes walk
from Bond Street. I have passed by a
number of times earlier this summer
and was always impressed by the
liveliness of their al-fresco dining area,
so I always wondered how it is inside.
This time we were set in the central
dining room indoors and I have also
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spotted they have an ambient private
area downstairs which they also use
for wine-workshops and wine-tasting.
We came for dinner and ended up
trying out a mixture of their new
Autumn Loire Valley Menu and
different pieces from the main A la
carte. 

Firstly, I just need to say how AMAZING
the service was - a massive thanks to
the whole team who have taken
unbelievably good care of us. Riccardo,
our waiter, was very attentive and
friendly - he made sure we had a great
relaxing evening. I could also tell the
rest of the waiters team were equally
helpful and served their guests
devoted to ensure everyone is
enjoying their dinner.The Head
Sommelier Jules went above and
beyond to help us select the perfect
Beaujolais wine to accompany our
meal - it was the most perfect match
for the food we had and was de�nitely
the highlight of the night.  

The food is equally brilliant - we
started off with really interesting bites
(Truf�e Arancini with Truf�e Mayo
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(Truf�e Arancini with Truf�e Mayo,

Artichoke Tempura with Aioli and
Hummus&Pitta Breat), I thought I
could come back for a nice glass of
wine with the nibbles next time too.
For Starters we tried Salmon Ceviche
and the Crab Salad and for mains we
opted in for two of the three offerings
in the Autumn Menu - the Seared Tuna
and Lamb Shoulder. We were so
pleasantly surprised how delicious
every single dish was - all beautifully
served. And of course, we could not
skip dessert, so we ordered the French
Vanilla Rice Pudding and Apple &
Blackberry Crumble. Perfect �nish to
such a lovely meal - and the bottle of
the magni�cent wine is of course was
�nished by then.  

All before the 10PM curfew of course -
the restaurant followed all COVID
restrictions. Thanks again to the lovely
28-50 team - we cannot wait to return!  

More Info: 28-50 Wine Workshop & Kitchen
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